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The objective of this thesis is to determine the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for analytic functions to be conformal. Since 
the language of the theory of conformal mapping is that of a complex¬ 
valued function of a complex variable, we shall begin this development, 
quite naturally, with functions of a complex variable and then establish, 
through a series of definitions and theorems, the properties that are 
necessary and sufficient for a function to be analytic. 
The writer will endeavor to show that, in general, the theory of 
analytic functions of a complex variable and the theoiy of conformal 
mapping are two different aspects of one and the same thing. 
The following is a list of definitions and symbols which will be 
useful in the sequel. 
A point in the complex plane is given by a pair of real numbers (a,b) 
which are to be interpreted as rectangular coordinates in the plane. 
A neighborhood (£- neighborhood) of a point (a,b) is the set of points 
2 p o 
(x,y) such that (x - a) + (y - b) é , where £ >0. 
A point (a,b) is said to be a limit point or point of accumulation of 
a set of points S if every neighborhood of (a,b) contains a point of S. 
This implies that every neighborhood of S contains an infinite number of 
points of S. 
A limit point (a,b) is said to be an interior point of a set S if 
there exists at least one neighborhood of (a,b) which consists entirely 
1 
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of points of S. 
An open set S is a set such that all of its points are interior 
points. For example, the interior of the unit circle, i.e., the set of 
points (x,y) for which x^+ y^ < 1. Also, the entire complex plane, each 
of the half planes R(z) P’0, R(z) ^0, ~P(z) > 0 or _P(z) 0 forms an 
open set. 
The set of points (x,y) where x = x(t), y = y(t), and x(t) and y(t) 
are continuous functions of t in the interval t^ < t i t2 , is called a 
continuous arc. In complex notation the equation of the arc is z = z(t), 
where z = x + iy. If a continuous arc has no multiple points, i.e., if 
it does not happen that for two different points t* and t" in the interval 
Pi » t2J we have x(t') = x(t")> y(t') = y(t") it is said to be a Jordan 
arcj (intuitively speaking, a Jordan arc is a continuous arc which does 
not cut itself). A continuous arc which has exactly one multiple point, 
namely, a double point corresponding to the end points t-^ and tg of the 
interval t]_£ t £t2 , is called a simple closed Jordan curve. 
A set S of points is said to be connected if any two of its points 
can be joined by a Jordan arc all of whose points belong to S; here, the 
Jordan arc may also be replaced by a polygonal arc. An open connected set 
is called a domain. 
A differential arc is an arc which possesses tangents at all its 
points; analytically speaking, such an arc is given by the parametric 
representation x = x(t), y = y(t), t]_ ^ t it2 » where the functions x(t), 
y(t) have derivatives x'(t), y'(t) which do not both vanish at the same 
time. If, moreover, these derivatives are continuous we speak about a 
3 
smooth arc. 







If, and only if 
Belongs to, is a member of 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS OF A COMPLEX VARIABLE 
I. Functions of a complex variable 
Definition 1. Let D be an arbitrary nonempty point set of the complex 
plane. If z is allowed to denote any point of D, then z is called a com- 
1 
plex variable and D is called the domain of definition of z. 
Definition 2. We say that w is a complex-valued function of the 
complex variable z with domain of definition D and range of values R if 
to each point z of D there corresponds at least one point w of R; and 
if for each point w of R there is at least one point z of D to which w 
corresponds. The notation 
w = f(z) 
then indicates that w is a function of z. We call z the independent 
variable and w the dependent variable. If no two points of R correspond 
to the same point of 0, then f(z) is said to be single-valued. 
A complex function w = f(z) may also be written in the form 
w = f(z) = u(z) + iv(z) , 
where u(z) and v(z) are real valued functions of the complex variable z, 
and are equal, respectively, to the real and imaginary parts of f(z). If 
z = x + iy, then w, u and v may also be regarded as functions of a pair 
of real variables (x,y). Hence we may write 
2 
w - f(z) = u(x,y) + iv(x,y). 
^-Louis L. Pennisi, Elements of Complex Variables, New York, 1963, p. 66. 
^Ibid., p. 67. 
u 
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II. Limits of Functions 
Definition 3. Let w = f(z) be a single-valued function defined in 
a domain D except perhaps at the point zQ of D. The function f(z) has 
the limit w0 as z approaches zQ , written 
lim f(z) = w0 z z0 
iff for an arbitrary positive number £>o,3 s*o ) $ = S((, *0) 
and such that |f(z) - wQj^ £ whenever O^jz - z0j*g. 
Theorem 1» If the lim f(z) exists, then it is unique. 
z->z0 
Proof; Suppose that 
lim f(z) = and lim f(z) = w2 • Then 
z -* z0  z0 
for £ >0 , J $2 > 0 
|f(z) - wjc */2 
» S2 >0 
whenever 0 * |z 
I f (z ) - w2|* whenever 0 <£ jz - z0|^ £2 . 
choose Sa min ( , $2) » then we obtain 
|w2 - WX| = I [f(z) - wfj - [f(z) - W2j| 
é I f(z) - W]L| + J„2 - f(z)|^ */2 + */2 = é 
whenever O^Jz - z0|^ $ , Since £ is any arbitrary small positive 
number, it follows that |w2 - w^l = 0, i.e., w2 = w^ • 
Theorem 2. Let w = f(z) = u(z) + iv(z) be defined in a domain D 
except possibly at the point z0 in D, then 
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i. lim f(z) = w0 = UQ +XV0 iff 
b. lim u(z) - UQ , lira v(z) = v0 
z-»z0  —*zQ 
Proof. Suppose that the limit in a. exists. By the definition 
of a limit we have iÆ, . \ , i ■ _ 
Jf(z) - w0J<f£ whenever O^jz - z0|<i£ . 
This may be written as 
/(u + iv) - (u0 + ivo)|^£whenever O^Jz - z0|-*£, or 
J(u - UQ) + i(v - v0) \<twhenever 0<^jz - z0|c^. Note that 
if | (u - u0) + i(v - v0)J<£ , then certainly 
ju - Uoj — |(u - u0) + i(v - vo)!^^ , also 
|v - v0|*|(u - uQ) 
+ i(v - v0)|*^and hence 
|u - Uoj-cé , |v - v0j<é whenever jz - z0|<£. 
Expressed in the forai of limits, these relations are 
lim u(z) = u0 , lim v(z) = vQ 
z_*zo z-*z0 
Now suppose that the limits in b. exist. Then for i>o ,3 >0 
} |u(z) - u0|< V2 whenever 0<Jz - z0|^ • 
and (v(z) - v0|< ^/2 whenever Ocjz - z0|*. S2 • 
Now taking & = min ( $1 > S2) we have 
|f(z) - w0|^r|u(z) - u0 + v(z) - 
V°M whenever CK|Z - z0|<£". 
Expressing this result in terms of a limit, we have 
lim f(z) = wQ . 
z-*zo 
III. Continuity 
Definition it. The function w = f(z) defined in a domain D is said to 
be continuous at the point z0 in D if 
7 
lira f(z) = f(zQ). 
z -*z0 
Observe that this definition essentially asserts three conditions, 
namely: f(Zo) is defined, 
lira f(z) exists, 
z-»z0 
lim f(z) = f(z0). 
z-*z0 
We see that f(z) is continuous at a point z0 in D if, and only if, 
for every £>0 , there exists a number £>0 such that 
|f(z) - f(zG)| c é 
for all points z interior to D satisfying jz - z0j<£l Observe that the 
number ^depends on ( and also, in general, upon z0.^ 
Definition $. A function w = f(z) is said to be continuous in a 
2 
domain D if it is continuous at all points of D. 
Theorem 3» Let the function f(z) = u(z) + iv(z) be defined in a 
domain D at a point z0 s then f(z) is continuous at z0 and 
1. lim f(z) = f(z0) 
z -*zQ 
2. lim u(z) = u(z0) 
z-*z0 
iff 
lim v(z) = v(zo). 
we 
Proof. (Necessity). Suppose that the limit 1. exists, by definition, 
have for £ >Oy 3 > °> J |f(z) “ whenever 0 <[z - zoj^S • 
This may be written as 
j|u(z) + iv(zj -fi( z0) + iv(z0)j|<£whenever O^jz - z0|<£, or 
|[Û(Z) - u(zQ)J + i £v(z) - v(z0)j|<£ whenever 0 < jz - z0|*i£ 
•^Ibid., pp. 72-73. 
2Ibid., p. 73. 
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Since |u(z) - u(z0)| fr | u(z) - u(z0) + i [v(z) - v(z0)]J ^ 6 , and 
| v(z) - v(z0) | - | u(z) - u(z0) ♦ i [v(z) - v(z0J | < é 
therefore |u(z) - u(zD)j ^ é , |v(z) - v(zo)|^ £ whenever O^jz - z0j^ S • 
Expressed in the form of limits, we have 
lim u(z) = u(z0) , lim v(z) - v(z0). 
z-»zo z-*zQ 
Proof. (Sufficiency). Now suppose that the two limits in 2. exist, 
then we can write, for (2 >0 ,3 , zo)>0 and S2, (fg, zo)^0 
I u(z) - u(z0)|<’ whenever |z - z0J^^ 
also |v(z) - v(z0) |< £2 whenever |z - z0 . 
Choose (^ = fj ' ^ and S = min ( , ^2)then 
|u(z) - u(z0)j**/2 , |v(z) - v(zD)j^ ^/2 whenever 0^|z - zQ|^ 
Now then 
If(z) - f(z0jtfju(z)-u(zo]|+ |v(z) - v(z0)|^ V2 + £/2 = £ 
whenever 0 J z - z0|^ & . Expressing this as a limit, we have 
lim f(z) = f(zo). 
Z ZQ 
Theorem U. If f(z) is continuous and has the value wQ at the point z0 
and if F(w) is continuous at wo, then F ["f(z)J is continuous at zQ. 
Proof. Since f(z) is continuous at z0, then for ^ > 0 , 3 ^ 0 
a. J f (z ) - £(z0)\
4C^i whenever |z - z0\* Ç . Also since F(w) is 
continuous at wQ , for £ >0,3 £2 ) 
b. j F(w) - F(w0) I ^ 6 whenever |w - w0 | < . 
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Now letting w = f(z) when w0 = f(zo) , we have 
I |f(z) - - S* whenever z 
Therefore b. becomes 
| F(w) - F(w0) I = | F [f(z)] - F [f(z0 whenever Jz - zo | <f Si • 
But this means that F £f(z)J is'continuous at Zo • 
Thus we have shown that a continuous function of a continuous function 
is continuous. 
Definition 6. A function f(z) defined in a domain D is said to be 
uniformly continuous in D if for £ > 0 3 £= S ( é ) > 0 for z^ and Z2 
in D I . 
jf(zi) - f(z2 )| £ whenever |z^ - Z2 J < £ 
Example 1. Show that f(z) = 1 is not uniformly continuous on 
z 
R: 0*|z|41. 
a. Clearly f(z) is continuous on R, for if z0 is any point of R and 
for £>0 è = ^ (6, z0) > 0 ) | f (z ) - f(z 0)|^ é whenever |z - z0j*/., i.e. 
Now jf(z) - f(z0)| -1 1 - 1 1 = [ z0 - z I s0 that Jz0 — z/ 
‘ z zo I 1 zz0 I j zz0J ^ ^ 
whenever | z0 - z|<|z([z0|é é 1* l*é= É , since 0^|z| é 1. Thus if 
we choose S = é we can then guarantee that jf(z) - f(z0)|<^£ whenever 
[z - 
b. To show that f(z) is not uniformly continuous on R. 
Suppose for definiteness we take £ = 1 and 0 ^ o( é ) ^ 1 and 
TÜ 
points Z]_, Z2 of R such that z^ = £ and z2 = 9 £ . Thus we have 
two 
ïü“ 
h-M -|s-&s\ - but 
10 
sxnce 
0*z ^ci. Thus |f(*i) - f(z2)(> 0 when Jz]_ - Z2which 
contradicts the definition of uniform continuity. 
p 
Example 2. Show that f(z) - z is uniformly continuous on 
Rî 0<: JZ/Jé- 1. For z^ and Z2 belonging to R, we have 
)f" f^z2)| ~ JZ1 z2 | = |zi + z2 J|Z1 “ z2|- 2 I zi-z2| since 0«|zjsi. 
Now then 2 |z1 - z2J<É'if |z1 _ z2j
Ér^/2, hence we need only to take 
8 - ^/2, then |f(z-^) - f(z2)J< 6 whenever |z^ - 
IV. The Derivative of a Function 
Definition 7. Let w = f(z) be a single-valued function defined in 
a domain D and let zQ be any fixed point in D. Then w = f(z) is said to 
have a derivative at a point zQ if the following limit exists; the number 
f>(z0) defined by this limit is called the derivative: 
d:C(zo) = f'(z0) = lim f(z) - f(z0). 
dz z-*z. z - z. 
In the above expression for f*(z0) if Az = z - z0 we can write 
f'(zo) = lim f(zQ +4z) - f(z0). 
z-*z. 
Az 
Definition 8. A complex function which in some domain D of the 
complex plane is single-valued, that is, has a uniquely determined value 
at each point of D and which has a derivative at each point of D 
is called an analytic function. The analytic function f(z) is called 
regular in the domain D if it is single-valued and has a derivative 
at each point of D; f(z) is called regular at the point zQ if 
^Ibid., p. 78. 
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it is regular in a small neighborhood fz - zQof z0 . A point Zo 
at which f(z) is not regular is called a singular point of the function 
*(■). 
Remark : In the developments which follow all functions are to be 
considered single-valued except when the contrary is clearly indicated. 
Theorem 5» If f(z) has a derivative at a point z0 , then f(z) is 
continuous at z0 . 
Proof. Since f(z) has a derivative at z0, we have 
lim f(z) - f(zQ) = f'(z0). 
z-»z0 z - z0 
Consider 
lim Jf(z) - f(zQ)] = lim fz - zQ1 lim f(z) _ f(Zo) 
z + zo z-»z0 
J z^Zo --{-VT*--
1 
« o . f'(zo) , 
therefore 
lim [f(z) - f(z0)J =0 , or lim f(z) - lim f(Zo) = 0 , 
z-*z0
u
 z-*z0 z-»z0 
which gives 
lim f(z) = f(z0) , since z0 is fixed. 
z**z0 
But this means that f(z) is continuous at z0 . 
Remark. Observe that analyticity implies continuity, however, the 
converse is not necessarily true. 
Example 3. The function f(z) = z is everywhere continuous and nowhere 
analytic. 
^Zeev Nehari, 'Conformal Mapping, New York, 1952, p. 59» 
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Proof. 
a. For continuity at the point z0 } we have 
|f(z) -f(z0)J s ) z - z0J - J x - iy - (XQ - iyQ)| 
= |(x - XQ) - i(y - yQ)| = |(x - x0) + i(y - yQ)| = (x + iy) - (XQ + iy0) 
= J z - z0J . Thus for | z - < é , we need only to choose $ = 6 , 
then we would have 
|f(z) - f(z0)|*£ whenever |z - z0J = | z - z0|^ $ . Since z0 
was arbitrary, we have that f(z) is everywhere continuous. 
b. The function f(z) * 5 is nowhere analytic, for suppose f(z) had 
a derivative at zQ , then 
f'(z0) « lim f(z) -f (zn) . 
Z-»Z0 z - zc 
Now consider that f(z) - f(zQ) = z - z0 _ 
z - z0 z - z0 " 
gW* 
Let (z - zG) = re
i& , then (z - z0) = re“
ie so that 
g(z) = re"10 = e " 210 = (cos 2 6 - i sin 2 0). 
re** 
It is now evident that g(z) does not tend to a unique limit as 
z -»z0 . Thus for instance if z zQ along a line parallel to the x - axis, 
where 9=0, then g(z) approaches the limit 1, while if z zQ along a line 
parallel to the y-axis, where 9 = 77~ , then g(z) approaches the limit -1. 
~T 
This is clearly contrary to the requirement that if the limit of g(z) it 
must be unique. Thus f'(z) does not exist anywhere in the complex plane. 
Remark. Observe that for the relation 
lim f(z) - f(z0) = f»(z0) , 
Z-*ZQ Z - ZQ 
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we may write 
f(z) - f(z0) = (z - z0) £f'(z0) + £(z)J , where £(z) 
is a null function, i.e., £(z)—*0 as z z0. 
Theorem 6. Let z « g( 0) be analytic in a domain D with values in 
a domain R and let w = f(z) be analytic in R, then w = f fg(e)] is an 
analytic function of 0 in 3. 
Proof. Since f(z) and g(z) are analytic functions, then they must 
satisfy, respectively, the following relations: 
1. fCz-^ - f(z) = (z! - z) j^f'(z) + £i(z)J , where é]_(z) -* 0 as z^^-vz. 
2. g(©i) - g(0) = (©i - 0) |g'(0) + ^2^®)J » where é2(0)—*0 as e^.— 
By definition, z + g(0), it follows that z-^ = g(0]_) and hence z^ _ z = 
g(0^) - g(©)« Now 1. can be written as: 
3. f(ax) - f(z) = [g(61) - g(0)J f'(z) + é]_(z)j| . From 2., we may 
write 3» as 
f(zx) - f(z) = (^ - e) jg«(e) + 62(e)J[f'(z) + é1(z)J , or 
^ ~gtM ‘ [g'(e) ’ ^2(e)][ f,(z) * flM] " 
Now from z^_ = g(9-^) and z = g(0) we have 
f.M. ~ f fg.(e?J„ = g'(0)f'(e) + g«(©) ^i(z) + f'(z) £2(e) + éx(z) £2(e). 
- 6 
Thus we have 
lim 
&1-*e j ÙsW] - i [sW] 
01-0 
g'(e)f«Cz) / i.e., 
<tf Cs wJ =g»(0)f,(z) , or more 
d0 
clearly dw _ dz dw 
lë ~ d@ * dT 
Hence we have shown that an analytic function of an analytic function is 
analytic. 
Ht 
V. The Cauchy-Riemann Conditions. From previous considerations we may 
write w = f(z) as 
f(z) = u(x,y) + iv(x,y) 
where u and v are real-valued functions of x and y. We denote the partial 
derivatives of u and v with respect to x and y by ux, vx, Uy, Vy, 
Theorem 7» If f(z) is analytic in a domain D, then ux, vx, uy, vy 
must exist and satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann Conditions 
UX = Vy , Uy = Vx 
at each point of D. 
Proof. Let z0 = xo + iyo be any fixed point in D. We have that 
f(z0) = f(xo + iy0) = u(xo, Jo) + v(xo, Jo), and 
t 
f(z + Az) = f fCxo + Ax) + i(jo +Aj)]= U(XQ + AX, JO +AJ) + iv(xQ +Ax, y0+dx) 
Hence f(zQ + Az) - f(zp) = U(XQ +AX, y0 + Ay) + iv(x0 +Ax, Jo +Ay) 
z Ax + i'Ay 
- , Jo) + ivCxo , yo) 
Ax + iAy 
U(XQ + 4X, 70 +Jhri - u(xp, yo) . y0 +4y) - v(xo, yc) l 
ZTTïïÿ 1 ■ } ‘ iX + 1 Aj 
Now suppose we let zz0 along a line parallel to the real axis, i.e., 
along a line y = yQ. Then A z = z - zQ = (X-XQ) + i (y-yQ) = x - xo =Ax, 
thus 
fjzp +Az) - f(z0) = lim u(xo + Ax,y0) - u(xo,y0) 
AZ-*° 4x-*0  
Ax 





Therefore by the definition of a derivative, we have 
a. f'(z0) = ux(xo,y0) + ivx (xo,y0) • 
Now letting z —*z0 along a line parallel to the imaginary axis, i.e., 
x = xo, we have that Az = z - zQ = (x - xo) + i(y - yo) = i 4y, thus 
f(z° 
+jz) ~ f(zo) - 
* Az ^y-*o i Ay 
+ 11m i j ï(xo.yo * Ay) - v(xo,yo) ( 
4y-*o rÂ7 
therefore 
b. f'(zo) - Uyt^yo) + vy(x0,y0) = - i Uy(xo,yo) + Vy(xo,y0) 
The right hand members of a. and b. are equal to the same complex 
number f'(zQ) hence, on equating the real and imaginary parts, we get 
ux + ivx « Vy - iuy , or 
ux “ Vy and Uy = —vx 
Theorem 8. (Sufficient Conditions).. . If ux, vx, uy, vy exist and are 
continuous at a point z0 in a domain D and ux = vy and uy = -vx at zQ, then 
f(z) = u(x,y) + iv(x,y) is analytic at the point zQ = XQ + iyQ . 
Proof. Let z0 = x0 + iyQ be any fixed point in D. Since u = u(x,y), 
then uQ = u(xo,y0) and Uo + = u(xo 
+4x, y0 + Ay) and hence, 
1. 4u = u(xo + Ax, y0 + Ay) - u(xo, yo) • 
Now rewriting 1. by adding and subtracting u(xo + Ax,y0) in the right 
member, we get 
16 
2. Au = [u(xo + Ax,y0) - u(x0,yo)J 
+ £u(xo + Ax, yQ + Ay) - u(x* + A x , yQ)] . 
Since ux and Uy are continuous at (xo,y0)j ux and uy exist in some neigh- 
borhood,yUj about (xo,y0); and in fx, u is a continuous function of x and 
y. Hence by the Mean-Value theorem 
u(xo + Ax, y0) - u(x0, y0) = ux(x0 + ©i A x, y0)Ax 
u(xo + Ax, yQ + Ay) - u(xo +Ax, y0) = uy(xo +/x, y0 + ©2 Ay) A y , 
where 0 4 * 1 , 0 ^ ©2 
46 1. 
Therefore 2. becomes 
3. Au = ux(xo + ®iAx, y0)Ax + Uy(XQ + A x, yD + 92Ay)Ay. Now since 
ux and uy are continuous at (XQ, yQ) we can write 3» as: 
Av. = fux(xo, y0) + A X + [uy(xo, yQ) + Hi! Ay , where 
—* o as A x —* o and o as Ay —*> o. 
Similarly 
Av = /vx(xo, yo) + *2 ? Ax + [vyCxo, y0) + J/Jy. Thus 
Au + i Av = (ux + f^Ax + (uy + Hi) Ay + i(vx + é2)Ax + i(vy + *|2) A y. 
= Ux Ax + ivx Ax + UyAy 
+ ivyAy + ( éi + i^2>|x +(*ll+ iH2)Ay. 
Observe that ux = vy and Uy = -vx by Caucby-Riemann conditions so that 
iuxAy = ivyAy 
311(1 “vx Ay = Uy A y 
Hence, 
Au + i Av = uxAx + ivx Ax “ 
vx Ay + iuxAy + ( é± i^2) A x 
+ ( *1x +âH2) A y 
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therefore 
4u + i Av = (ux + ivx)(4x + idy) + (^l + i^2)dx + (*fi +)>|2) A y. 
An * iAv 
+ iAy 
= (ux + ivX)(4x + iAy) + (f-L + ié2)^x + + i\)Ay 
+ A* + iAy Ax + iAy 
iim Au ^ iAv = lim (ux + ivx)(Ax + iAy) + 1^ (*-, + i*,)Ax 
Az-%o Ax + i£y Az-*o T~A ." . \ /z-*o T  
* (Ax + iAy) az-*o 
+ lim + i*| 2) A y 
Az-*o     
lim f(z) - f(z0) = (ux + ivx) + lim + if2)Ax + lim (^î+iïpMy • 
Z*^Zo Z—Z0 4Z^O ^ a Z A Z *+ o A Z 
Observe that since z = x + i y , then 
|AX| £ J/U| and J<Ay[ £ jAzI , so that 
4x A * 1 and £1. Thus as Az-*o , ( Ax, Ay)-*(0,0) 
and (£j_ +^2 ) Ax and (4j_ +i^2) A y both approach zero. 
A z 
Therefore 
lim f(z) - f(zQ) = (ux + ivx) +0+0, which gives 
f'(z0) = (ux + ivx) = Vy - iuy . Now since z0 was any point in D, 
the theorem now follows. Combining theorems 7 and 8, we obtain 
Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition for a function 
f(z) = u(x,y) + iv(x,y) to be analytic in a domain û is that the four 
partial derivatives ux, uy, vx, Vy exist, are continuous, and satisfy the 
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Cauchy-Riemann conditions 
= Vy , Uy = -vx at each point of D. 
Example i|« By using the Cauchy-Riemann conditions show that 
f(z) = 7?- is analytic in the entire complex plane and that g(z) = â is 
nowhere analytic. 
2 2 2 
Solution, u + iv = f(z) = (x + iy) = x + 2xyi - y 
hence, ^ 
u = x - y2 , v = 2xy 
Thus 
Ux “ 2x — Vy , Uy — — 2y = “Vx . 
o 
Hence f(z) = z is analytic everywhere. 
Concerning g(z) = z . 
u + iv = g(z) = z =  
x + iy = x - xy, 
hence 
■u = x , v = -y. 
Consequently 
ux = 1 > vy = > uy = Oj vx = 0 . 




I. Mapping Properties of Analytic Functions» We have studied in analytic 
geometry that real function y = f(x) of a real variable x determines a 
curve in the x - y plane, if x and y are interpreted as rectangular co¬ 
ordinates. This geometric aspect of the functional relationship between 
x and y is a valuable aid in the investigation of real functions. In the 
case of an analytic function w = f(z) of a complex variable z, no such 
simple geometric interpretation is possible. Since both z and w are com¬ 
plex numbers, a geometric representation of the function would require 
four real coordinates. Since our direct geometric intuition fails in a 
space of more than three dimensions, little would be gained by such a 
repre sentation. 
We may, however, regard the points z and w as points in two different 
planes - the z- plane and the w- plane - and we can then interpret the 
function w = f(z) as a mapping of points in the z- plane onto points in 
the w- planej or w as the image of z. 
If C is a continuous arc contained in a domain D in which w = f(z) 
is regular and single-valued, its image will be a continuous arc also. 
For if w = u(x,y) + iv(x,y) , where z = x + iy, the image of the arc 
x = x(t), y = y(t), is the arc u = u £ x(t), y(t)J , v= v£x(t),y(t)j, 
and u and v are continuous functions of t if x and y are continuous functions 
of t £tnat is 
Similarly, the image of a differentiable arc in D is again a differentiable 
arc. 
, a continuous function of a continuous function is continuous/ . 
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Definition 1. One of the fundamental properties of a mapping given 
by an analytic function is the fact that it is angle-preserving, or 
conformal. A mapping is said to be conformal if two differentiable arcs 
in the z- plane which intersect and form the angle o(, are mapped into two 
differentiable arcs in the w- plane which intersect under the same angle 
(same, that is, as to magnitude and sense of rotation). 
Theorem 1. If w = f(z) is analytic at z0 in a domain D, and if 
f'(zo) = 0, then the function f(z) is conformal .at z0. 
Proof. Let two differentiable arcs be given by x-j_ =x^(t), y^ = y^(t), 
0 — t ^ 1 and X2 = X2(t), y2 = y2(t), 0£ t -1, which intersect at z = zD 
under the angle oi. in complex notation, the equations of these arcs are 
Z1 = zx(t) and Z2 = respectively. If z^ and Z2 are points on these 
curves which have the distance r from zQ, we have 





z2 - z0 re
102 i(®2 “ el) 
 = —;  = e , 
Z1 “ zo re^0^- 
the angle formed by the linear segments connecting the points z^_ and z0 
and the points Z2 and zQ, respectively is ©2 - Q^. If r—>o we have 
zl-*z0 and Z2~^z0, then the angle (82 - ©1) approaches the angle of. 
Hence 
1. = lim arg Z2 " z° 
If w = f(z) is the analytic mapping function which carries points from the 
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z- plane into points in the w-plane, then W]_ = f(z]_) and W2 = f(z2) are 
images of z^ and Z2 intersecting at wQ = f(zo) under the angle 






lim arg ff(z2) - f(zo) X 




f(z2) ~ f(z0) 
f(zl) - f(zQ) 




= lim arg 
r—*o 
/f(z2) - f(z0) 
Z2 - z. J 
'f(zl) - f(z, 
Z1 - zc 
o) J 
{■ 
f'(z0) (z2 - ZQ) 
f'(zo) (zi - Zo) 
f1 (z0  by definition. Therefore we have 
A = lim arg ( 22 " Z° | ^ . 
I o ( Z1 - ZQ J 
Thus the angle formed by the two arcs at z = zQ is identical with the 
angle formed by their image arcs at w0 = f(z0) and upon comparing 1. and 
2. we observe that the sense of the angle is preserved. 
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If f*(z^ = 0 the preceeding argument fails, and it is clear that 
at points at which the derivative vanishes the mapping necessarily 
ceases to be conformal. That is 
Theorem 2. If w = f(z) is analytic at z0 in D and f*(z0) 
= •••• 
f(n-^)(z0) = 0, so that f^
n\z0)f£o is the first non-vanishing derivative 
of f(z), then the angles between the curves intersecting at zQ are multi¬ 
plied by n under the transformation w = f(z). 
Proof. Since f(z) is analytic at zQ, then in the neighborhood of 
zQf(z) must have a Taylor's series expansion 
f(z) = f(zQ) + f
(n)(zQ)(z - zQ)
n+ f(n+1)(z0)(z - z0)
n+1 + .... 
ni (n + l) i 
Hence 
f(z2) = f(z0) + f 
(n) 
- z°)n ♦ f(n*1)(».)(a» - .... 
(n+l)l nl 
also 
f(n) - K*.) ♦ - z0)n . - z0) 
(n+1) l 
n+1 
+ • i 
ni 
Now letting - = f(
v)(z) 
v v Q/ , where v = n, n+1, . . . ., then 
vl 
f(z2) ■ f(z0) + an(z2 - S0)n + an+1(22 - 2o^n+1+ •••• . 
and f(Zl) = f(*0) . an(Zl . z0)
n „ an+1(z1 . Zo)n*l+  
Observe that 
f(z2) - f(z0) = (z2 - zQ)
n g(z2) , similarly 
f 
f(zl) - f(zQ) = (Zl _ zo)
n g(z^) , where g(z) = an + 
an+l^Z “ zo) + an+2(z - z0)
2 + .... is analytic at zQ and thus is continuous 
there and g(zQ)^ 0. Hence by 1. and 2. 
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P - = lim arg Jf(z2) - f(z0)j = lim arg((z2 - zQ)n g(z2) l r-»° ( f(zi) - f(z0)J r-»o /(Z1 I zo)n g(zi) J 
= lim arg 
r —» o 
z2 -* zo 
zo 
f/z2-z0 V
n /g(zQ)\ 1 
(V Z1 - zo/ (gUo)J) 
lim arg 
r o 
z2 - z 
Z*i — Z 
= n <xf Thus f n o(. 
This shows that the angle between two differentiable curves which 
meet at a point zD at which f'(z0) = . . . .f(
n-1)(Zo) = 0 while f^(zo)/0 
is magnified n times by the mapping w = f(z). The points zQ at which the 
mapping given by the function w = f(z) ceases to be conformal are referred 
to as critical points of the function w = f(z). 
Theorem 3» If w = f(z) is conformal at zQ in a domain D and u = u(x,y) 
and v = v(x,y) have continuous first partial derivatives at zQ where the 




= uxvy “ uyVx ^ 0 , then w = f(z) must be 
given by an analytic function. 
Proof. Let xj_ = xi(t) , yx = yi(t) and x2 = x2(t), y2 = y2(t) be 
two differentiable arcs which intersect at (x0,y0). Let the angles between 
the tangents, Tj and T2, to the arcs at (x0,yo) and the positive x - axis be 
ande<2 » respectively. For the points zi:(x-j_ , y-^) and z2; (x2,y2) on 
the arcs we have the secants (z]_ - zD) and (z2 - zQ) , denoted by and 
S2, respectively. 
2h 
Since x^ = xi(t) , y^ = y]_(t) are parametric representation of the 
arc Zj. = Zl(t), we have 











Now from elementary calculus, we have 
tan = lim ^ (elope of Secant^) , where 
the slope of Secant^ = y^ - y0 
XI - XQ 
• Hence 
tan „ Ayl - - *1’ , therefore 
3. tan ot^ = ^1 j similarly tan ^ . 7^' (to) t 
xi'(t0) vFT 
where tQ denotes the value of the parameter corresponding to the point 
(x0, y0). For the sake of sxmpiiexoy we restrict ourselves to arcs x^(t), 
y^(t) for which y^*(t0) = 0, i.e., arcs whose tangents at (XQ, y0) are 
parallel to the x-axis. Thus we have = 0 and the angle between the 
two arcs will be c>^= 2 . The images of the two arcs under the mapping 
w = f(z) will 
U1 = Ul(t) = u jx^t), y1(t)J , vx = vx(t) = v fxl(t), yx(t)] 
and 
u2 = u p2(t) , y2(t.)] , v2 = v fx2(t;, y2(t)j . Since 
u(x,y) and v(x,y) have continuous first derivatives, we have 
. dx-i 
“I1 - % ♦ »r 
and 
V = Ux 






<^2 , Vo * = vv ^2 + v ^2 
Ht 2 xw~ 
where all functions are to be taken at the point (x^yo). Therefore the 
angles between the two image arcs and the positive u - axis are given by 
tan - -±— = “x ITT— n'nr 1 Uj* "Zt~~ y at - vx x±' * 
dxi + uy dyi 
ux HF“ ^ HT” Sc xx. + Uyyp- 
V„ + vV x y x^i 
UX + Uy ïlL 
XI* 
vx * vy » 0 _ Vx_ 
UX + 
uy é 0 Ux 
That is, 
u. tan f> = vx 
ux 
Also 
5. tan 2 ~ V2 = vx X21 + vy 72* 
U2* ux x2« + Uy y2> 
= vx + v tan o<2 
= vx + vy x2 




Ux + Uy tan 0^2 
Now since o/2 
= then it follows that tan o^2 = tan c*
/, hence becomes 
6. tan - vx + vy tan . 
ux + uy tan 
Since the mapping w = f(z) is conformal at (x0, y0), the angle 
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fl 2 ~ fl]_ ~ "<*1 = 0^2 “ ° = Thus U fl 2~ fi = °S> then 
it follows that 
tan ( p2 ~fl\) = tan c<f. 
From trigonometry we have 
tan ft 2 - tan A 
 = tan <X , 
1 + tan A tan A 
which can be written as 
7. vx + vy tan «: _ Vx 
Ux + uy tan ux 
 ■ tan e< . The expression in 7. 
! + 
vx /vx + vy tan 
ux \ux + uy tan <=*T 
reduces to 
(ux Uy + vx Vy) tano< - ux vy + vx Uy + ux
2 + vx
2 = 0. 
Since this must be true for IT} this implies that O < tan 
But this means that tandis variable and may take on any values between 
0 and °» while (ux uy + vx vy) and -ux vy + vx uy + ux
2 + vx
2 are fixed at 
the point (xo,y0). Therefore from a fundamental theorem in algebra we 
must have 
3 • ux Uy + vx Vy 
= 0 and ux Vy — vx Uy — ux
2 — vx2 = o 3 or 
ux Uy + vx Vy = 0 and ux vy - vx uy = ux
2 + vx2 
These expressions can be written as: 
% “y + % VX . UX VX + Vx Uy = 0 
Ux vy - vx Uy - U3C2 _ Vx2 = 0 , or 
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ux(uy + vx) - vx(ux - vy) - 0 
-vx(uy + VX) - ux(ux - Vy) = 0. 
This is a system of two homogeneous linear equations for the unknowns 
(ux - vy) and (vx + Uy) , which can have nonzero solutions only if its 
determinant (of coefficients) is zero. The value of the determinant is 
«x -vx 
-VX -tlx 
ux2 ♦ vx2 and by 8. this is exactly the value 
of the Jacobian of the transformation w = f(z) which has been assumed not 
to vanish at (xç>,yo). Hence, both solutions of the system of equations 
must be zero, i.e., 
ux - Vy = 0 , Uy + vx = 0. 
It follows that at the point where the mapping w = f(z) is conformal and 
its Jacobian does not vanish, that is, f'(zo)^°> the equations 
ux = Vy and Uy = -vx 
must hold. But from the results of a previous theorem these are the 
Cauchy-Riemann equations, therefore a pair of functions u and v which have 
continuous first derivatives at a point (x0,y0) and satisfy the Cauchy- 
Riemann conditions there are the real and imaginary parts of an analytic 
function w = f(z) = u + iv. 
Thus we have shown that if w = f(z) is analytic at a point zQ in a 
domain D and f*(z0) 0, then f(z) is conformal at z0 . Conversely, we 
have seen that, if the mapping w = f(z) is conformal at the point z0 and 
f'(z0) ^ 0 and if R [
r(z>] and —are continuous functions of 
x and y with continuous first derivatives, then f(z) is analytic at z0. 
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If the mapping w = f(z) is conformal at each point of a domain 
D, then the mapping is said to be conformal in D. 
II. Examples of Conformal Mapping. A mapping which preserves the magni¬ 
tude (size) and sense of rotation of an angle between two differentiable 
arcs is said to be conformal and one which reverses the sense of every 
angle will be called anti-conformal or isogonal. 
Consider the mapping w = z, where z is the complex conjugate of z 
and z = x + iy. In general terms, this mapping is a reflection in the real 
axis3 that is if we accommodate z and w in the same plane, in such a way 
that equal values of z and w correspond to the same point, then the mapping 
sends every point of the z - plane into its mirror image with respect to 
the real axis. The length of any curve is the same as that of its image 
curve, and the magnitude of every angle is preserved. However the sense 
of every angle is reversed under the mapping. Thus the mapping is anti- 
conformal or isogonal. 
2 
A. The function w = z , where z = x + iy and w = u + iv, can be 
expressed as 
u + iv = (x + iy)2 = x2 + 2ixy - y2. 
Here 
1. u = x2 - y2 and v = 2xy 
Observe here that the mapping A. is clearly analytic and it will also 
be conformal at all finite points except where = 2z = 0 (i.e. at the 
origin). In fact, if we write 
z = r(cos 9 + i sin 0) 
we have 
w = r^(cos 20 + i sin 20) j 
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so that the angle of w is twice the angle of z. Hence if z describes an 
arc substending an angle 0 at the origin, w describes an arc which sub¬ 
tends an angle J2.B at the origin. Thus the first quadrant of the z-plane 
is mapped on the upper half of the w-plane. In fact from 1. it appears 
that if y = 0 and x varies from 0 to + oo, then v = 0 and u varies from 
Oto+ooj if x = 0 and y varies from 0 to + ©o, then v = 0 and u- varies 
from 0 to - Co . Hence the positive part of the x - axis corresponds to 
the positive part of the u - axis , and the positive part of the y - axis 
corresponds to the negative part of the u - axis. 
The straight lines x = } y = C2 on the z-plane correspond to the 
orthogonal families of parabolas on the w-plane, i.e., since x = and 
y = C2, then 1. we have 
a. u = Ci2 _ C22 and b. v2 = UC]2C22 • 
Combining a. and b. we have 
2.. r2 = (u + C2^) , = —UC^(u - C}_2) • 
To show that these curves are orthogonal we need only to show that 
the slope of one is the negative reciprocal of the other. From the first 
equation in 1. we have 
2 
3. jZ.v v‘ = 1±C2~ or v> = ^C2 . 
v 
For the second equation in 1. we have 
U. ^v v> = -UC1
2 or v' = ~ TS'X . 
v 




Upon comparing 3 • with f>. we immediately observe that each is the 
negative reciprocal of the other. Hence, the equations of the curves 
O 
in 2. give orthogonal families of parabolas. Thus the mapping w = z 
is conformal everywhere except at the origin. 
B. The Linear Transformation. A simple example of a one-to-one 
analytic conformal mapping is the linear transformation 
w = Az+B , 
where A^O and B are complex constants. If z = x + iy, w = u + iv and 
B = + ib2 , A = a-j_ + ia2, u + iv = (a^ + a2)(x + iy) + (b^ + ib2) 
= a1; x - a2 y + bx + i a2 x + i ax y + ib2 , where 
u = a^ x - a2 y + b^ , v = a2 x + a1 y + b2 
so that 
ux = ai = Vy. and Uy. = -a2 = -vx . 
dw / 
Thus the function w * A z + B is analytic and since ^ = AJFO, it is 
also conformal. 
The Linear Transformation transforms circles (straight lines) into 
circles (straight lines). That is, if 
1. Ax^ + Ay2 + Bx + Cy + D = 0 
is the standard equation of a circle, then since z = x + iy, we have z = x-iy, 
so that z + z - 2x or x = %(z + z) . Also z - z = 2 iy, which gives 
fci>] 
Therefore 1. becomes 
2 r -, 2 
y = i (2 - z) 
z 
+ A. |i(z - z) j 
A P * 22 2 +Z2 + A f(-l) 
u 




z - 2z z + z 
—n  ’J* S.Î* 
B z r 
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+ Ciz _ Ci z + D = 0, 
which is equivalent to 
A z z + 
Now letting 
(? ' r)“ + (f * r)**1”0- 
= * a) > then £ m(l - a) 
so that 
2. A z z +ytfz+y^z + D = 0 , becomes an equation of a circle in 
the z-plane. 
From w = az+b it follows that z = w-b and 2. can be written as 
a 
M(¥) where 
A and D are real. 
Aww - Abw - Abw + Abb + a w - a^Jb + a^w - a^b + aaD = 0, 
or 
Aww + (-Ab + a y5)w + (-Ab ♦ V ) w + (Abb - a ^b-a^gb + aa D) = 0. 
Now letting 5 » (-Ab + a ) , then = (-Ab + syg ) and letting 
Y = (Abb - a^Jb - a^b + aa D) , we have 
3. Aww +£w + §w+y = 0 , which is a circle in the w-plane. 
The linear transformation w = az+b is a one-to-one mapping of the 
complex plane onto itself, i.e., for every value of z there exists one and 
only one value of w, and conversely. Assume the contrary, that is, for 
zo^zl we have w0, w^ such that w0 = wq =£• azQ + b = azi + b or az0 = az^-^ 
zo = z]_ , which is a contradiction. 
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The converse follows similarly. For w0^Wl we assume that zQ . z 
and from z = ... ^ we have that zQ = w° ~ ^ and z-i = W1 “ b so that 
a a 
WP. ** 10 = W1 ~ b or wQ - b = w-^ - b wQ = w^ . Hence a contra- 
a" 
diction. Thus the proof that w = az + b is one-to-one. Observe that 
for z = 00 we have w = Oo , therefore the extended z-plane is mapped 
one-to-one onto the extended w-plane. 
C. Inversion With Respect to a Given Circle. Consider the circle 
Cî |z| = R. Let z be any point exterior to C. 
Draw a line from 0 to z. Draw from z^_ tangents to C at Zj_ and Z2« 
Connect z^ to Z2 by a line perpendicular to Oz. The intersection of 
zi Z2 311(1 Oz is the point z ’, the inverse point to z with respect to the 
circle C. Obviously every point lying on the circumference of C is its 
own inverse point. 
If z and z1 are inverse points with respect to the circle C, then 
0 
0 z . 0 z* = R , where R is the radius of the circle C. 
Proof. Since 0 z^ is one of the radii of the circle C, clearly 
0 z±J_ z z-^. Now/^z^ 0 z1 is similar to Az 0 ZQ_ , since "Two right 
triangles are similar if an acute angle of one equals an acute angle 
of the other." Observe that 0 z* belongs to both Az 0 and 
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Z1 Oz'. Now since corresponding angles of similar triangles must 
be equal we have that 
2^0 z' Zi = /o z\ z and /Oz^t = ^0 z z^. 
Hence 
0 Z1 - 0 z' = (ozjfoz.j^Oz^O^ 
 2 2 
Ü“T* 0 Zn 
or 
^0 z'jf 0 z*J = 0 = R 
Observe that in the preceeding if R = 1, then z and z’ are inverse 
points with respect to the unit circle and hence 
0 z = -i— and 0 z' = _i_ 
Oz1 Oz 
The inversion in the unit circle maps any point of the interior of 
the unit circle onto a point of the exterior of the unit circle; and 
vice versa, it maps the exterior of the unit circle into its interior. 
The points of the unit circle itself are left fixed. This inversion 
in a circle interchanges the interior and exterior just as reflection 
in a straight line interchanges the half-planes while keeping the 
points on the line fixed. For this reason the inversion in the unit 
circle, hence the inversion in a circle is an isogonal mapping which 
reverses the sense of angles. 
D. The Reciprocal Transformation. w = i . We will find it 
useful to introduce polar coordinates, by setting z = re^®, w = 6e^. 
Then our mapping is expressed by 
re10 
or e = ~ , $ = -e. 
Thus the reciprocal transformation is a product of two consecutive 
3U 
transformations 
z1 = _L_ , w = z' 
r 
7 
The first of these is an inversion in the unit circle, and is 
therefore isogonal. The second transformation is simply a reflection 
in the real axis which is also isogonal. Thus, the combination of the 
two mappings is strictly conformal. 
Theorem. The transformation w = i maps circles (including straight 
lines as "circles" through ^i) into circles. 
1. Given A z z + ^gz + y8z + D= 0, which represents a circle in the 
z-plane and w = i we clearly have that z = i so that 1. can be written 
or 
2. A+y0w+yôw + Dww = O, where A and D are real. 
The equation 2. represents a circle in the w-plane. 
Now when D = 0 the circle in the z-plane passes through the origin 
and hence is mapped into a straight line A + 0 in the w-plane. 
Thus, w = i maps circles into circles except that circles passing 
z 
through z = 0 are mapped into straight lines passing through Oo . 
Putting A = 0 and Dj^O we see that lines not passing through the 
origin are mapped by w = i into the family of circles Dww+^w+y6w = 0 
passing through w = 0. 
Finally putting A = 0 and D = 0 in 1., we observe that the lines 
going through z = 0 are mapped into lines 
yl5 W + p W = 0 
passing through w = 0 
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The mapping given by w = - maps the finite z-plane one-to-one 
onto the finite w-plane (i.e., for every finite value of z there exists 
one and only one finite value of w, and conversely). Observe that for 
z = 0, we have w = O9 , and in z = i we have for w = 0, z = 00 . By 
adjoining to the finite plane the ideal point , we have that w = i is 
z 
a one-to-one mapping of the extended complex plane onto itself. 
E. The Exponential Transformation. 
The Exponential function ex, where x is a real number and e is the 
base of the natural logarithms, was studied in calculus. We now wish to 
define e
z1 when z is a complex number. 
Let z = x + iy where x and y are real, we define ez «* ex(cos y + i sin y). 
Theorem: eZ^ • eZ2 = ezl + z2 
Proof. eZ1 • eZ2 • exl (cos yx + i sin yx) e^cos y2 + i sin y2) 
“ eXl + X2 (cos yx cos y2 - sin yx sin y2)+ i(sinyx cosy2 + siny2 cosyx) 
" exl + *2 [cos(y1+y2) ♦ i sin(yi + y2)J = eX1 + x2 + i(yl + y2> 
■ e^Xl + iyl) + (x2 + ^2) = ezl + z2 
The exponential function is periodic with period 2/Ti, that is, 
z + 27Ti 2ïïx 
ez£cos 2/T+ i sin 2/rJ= ez. In general 
ez + 2k1T± = ^ ^ the p0int z + 2kJ7"i, where k = + l, + 2, + ,... 
has the same image as the point z. The strip -JT+ 2k JT* y £ 77+ 2kZ7*, 
- °o< x<oo, k = Jf"l,^2, Î , .... is mapped the same way as the 
fundamental strip: -JT* y < 777 - *o<x < 0». The z-plane may thus be 
divided into horizontal strips of width equal to 2JT, and the mapping 
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will repeat itself on each strip. It is, therefore sufficient to 
consider the mapping of the fundamental strip. 
Theorem: a. For all z , ez^f 0. 
b. Ie^f = 1 and |eZ( = ex 
c. ez = 1 , iff z = 2k7Ti 
d. eZl = ez2 , iff Z]_ - z2 = 2k7Ti 
Proof, a. Consider ez # e“
z = e° = 1. Since the product is never 
zero, neither factor can be zero, therefore ez^0. 
b. Consider that = (cos y + i sin y) and 
|eiy| = yf CO£y + sin2 y = 1. Also |ez| = |ex|| eiy| =(ex }l » ex, 
c. Necessity. Suppose that ez= 1. Thus ez= ex(cos y + i sin y) = 1, 
so that excos y = 1 and ex sin y = 0. Since ex^frO, sin y = 0. Hence 
y = nJT , where n is an integer. But cos(n^T) = (-l)n. Since ex>0, 
we have ex(-l)n = 1 only if x = 0 and n = 2k, where k is an integer. 
Thus x + iy = 0 + i n/7 = 2k 77" i. 
Sufficiency. Suppose z = 2kJ7i, where k is an integer, we therefore 
have ez = e2k;ri = /"cos(2k7T) + i sin(2k77-)J = 1. 
d. Observe that ezl = ez2 , iff ezl “z2 = 1. From the proof of c. 
we have that Zf - Z2 = 2/Ti. 
Theorem: The exponential function ez is analytic for all values 
of z. Moreover 
—£— (ez) = ez^0. 
dz 
Proof. Let u + iv = f(z) = ez. Since ez = ex cos y + iex sin y, 
we have 
u = ex cos y, v = ex sin y 
from which it is clear that 
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ux = eX cos y = vy » uy =-ex sin y = -vx. 
Furthermore, these partial derivatives are continuous. 
Hence, for any complex number z, we have 
cL z 
-gj e = f '(z) = ux + ivx = e
x cos y + iex sin y = ez 7^ 0. 
Thus the exponential function is everywhere analytic and everywhere 
conformal. 
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